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Item 2.02         Results of Operations and Financial Condition.

On January 26, 2005, Becton, Dickinson and Company ("BD") issued a press release
announcing its financial results for the first fiscal quarter of fiscal year 
2005. A copy of the press release is furnished as Exhibit 99.1 to this report.

The press release furnished as Exhibit 99.1 contains certain financial measures
that differ from those under U.S. generally accepted accounting principals
(GAAP), as follows:

o   We present revenue growth rates at constant foreign exchange rates. We
    believe that presenting growth rates at constant foreign exchange rates
    allows investors to view the underlying operating results of BD and of
    its segments without the impact of fluctuations in foreign currency
    exchange rates, thereby facilitating comparisons to prior periods.

o   We present earnings per share and other financial measures after
    excluding the impact of significant charges, and the impact of unusual
    or non-recurring items. We believe that excluding such impact from
    these financial measures allows investors to more easily compare BD's
    financial performance with prior period performance and to understand
    the operating results of BD without the effects of these significant
    charges and unusual or non-recurring items.

o   We present earnings per share and other financial measures after
    excluding the impact of share-based compensation expense for the
    period, to the extent such period is being compared to a prior period
    where such expense was either not recognized or was immaterial. We
    believe that excluding these expenses, which are non-cash items, allows
    investors to more easily compare BD's financial performance with prior
    period performance.

o   We present earnings per share and other financial measures after
    excluding the effects of changes in tax laws and regulations (including
    without limitation, rate changes) and other events that cause the tax
    rate for the period being presented to vary from the Company's expected
    effective tax rate for the full fiscal year. We believe that excluding
    such effects facilitates comparisons of BD's financial performance with
    prior period performance.

BD's management considers these non-GAAP financial measures internally in
evaluating BD's performance. Investors should consider these non-GAAP measures
in addition to, not as a substitute for or as superior to, measures of financial
performance prepared in accordance with GAAP.

Item 9.01         Financial Statements and Exhibits

(c) Exhibits.

Exhibit 99.1   Press release dated January 26, 2005, which is furnished pursuant
               to Item 2.02.
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                                   SIGNATURES

         Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

                                           BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY
                                                  (Registrant)

                                           By: /s/ Dean J. Paranicas
                                               --------------------------------
                                                   Dean J. Paranicas
                                                   Vice President, Corporate
                                                   Secretary and Public Policy

Date: January 26, 2005

                                INDEX TO EXHIBITS
                                -----------------

   Exhibit
   Number        Description of Exhibits
   ------        -----------------------
   99.1          Press release dated January 26, 2005, which is furnished
                 pursuant to Item 2.02.

                     STATEMENT OF DIFFERENCES

The trademark symbol shall be expressed as...............................'TM'
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